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Abstract
 
Currently, little has been developed in the area ofimplementing a
 
systematic approach to total quality management(TQM)in the public sector.
 
This project develops asystematic model program and methodology for
 
implementing TQM in the public sector. The research methods utilized in this
 
project are based on literature search,interviews,original conceptdevelopment
 
and the author's practical experience.
 
TQM is not without obstacles. Political factions,financial limitations and
 
old paradigms must be overcome beforeTQM can be implemented. In TQM all
 
participants,internal customers and external customers are members ofthe
 
TQM team in varying degrees. AstheTQM program matures,teams coalesce
 
and teamwork results.
 
This project also provides suggested timeframesfor implementation ofa
 
systematicTQM program,aglossary ofTQM terms and asuggested reading
 
list to further the questforTQM in the public sector.
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Chapter 1
 
Total Quality ManagementIn the PublicSector
 
Preface
 
The author defines total quality management(TQM)asa management
 
program philosophy and approach to long-term success through organlzatlon-wlde
 
efforts of continuous Improvements. TheTQM philosophical conceptIs based on
 
leadership style, work environment,and the pursuit of continuous Improvement
 
processes.Adopting TQM asa program often requires major paradigm shiftsfrom
 
the methods public sector organizations have conducted In the past. Organizations
 
mustwork toImprove processes,reduce costs and become more efficient,to fulfill
 
citizen-customer expectations.
 
As revenues shrink,citizens demand accountability from public sector
 
organizations. JamesJ. Kline,a managementconsultant,stated thatthe
 
relationship of"fiscal stress and voter resistance to taxes Is well documented." He
 
goeson to pointoutthat,asthe private sector Improves productand service quality,
 
the citizenry Is demanding thatthe public sector makeImprovements In their
 
services and processes as well.(1) Oneapproach to meeting this demand for
 
Improving governmental performance In services,costeffectiveness and general
 
overall efficiency Is by Implementing total quality management(TQM).
 
TQM has been credited with Improving services,efficiency and cost
 
effectiveness In both the private and public sectors. In many Instances, multiple
 
layers ofgovernmentand crippllngly restrictive regulations are being dissolved
 
through TQM efforts designed to streamline governmentand reduce costs.The
 
GovernmentAccounting Office's report entitled "Quality Management- Survey of
 
Federal Organizations" examined the benefits ofTQM atthefederal level and
 
validated cost reductions,improved services and improved organizational
 
efficiencies in the organizations that participated in the survey.(2)
 
Thefoundation of the total quality movementis rooted in the industrial
 
engineering disciplines. The origins can befound with Frederick Taylor's time-and­
motion studies(1897); Dr. Walter Shewhart'S development ofasystem for
 
measuring variances in production systems,now known as statistical process
 
control(SPC)(circa 1920),and his Plan-Do-Check-Act(PDCA)cyclefor
 
continuous quality improvement;Dr.W.Edward Deming's"fourteen points"
 
(principles of management philosophy)(circa 1952-1955). The total quality
 
movementreached its present-day application form with Joseph M.Juran's
 
customer conceptthat defined internal and external customers and the roles that
 
each play(circa 1960). It is from thisforum thatthe total quality movement began.
 
(3)
 
Thefollowing pages will discussTQM applications in the public sector,
 
obstacles to implementing TQM,overcoming resistance to change,and provides an
 
implementation method forTQM in the public sector.
 
Problem Statement
 
Thefederal government has had examples ofsuccess with implementing
 
TQM,such as decreased acquisition costsfor Department of Defense weapons
 
systems. Little is apparently being done on a wide-scale basis in implementation of
 
TQM in the state and municipal public sectors. There aresome public
 
organizations which have developed and implemented TQM programs and have
 
been highly successful. Those organizations'success stories are beginning to be
 
used as benchmarksfor other public sector organizations to emulate.
 
The overall purpose of this study is to developa model program and
 
methodologyfor implementing TQM in the public sector that may be applied to any
 
level ofagovernmentorganization. This author's experienceshowsthat many
 
consultants or high-priced managementadvisory firms offer a range of"band-aid
 
fixes"which seldom examine implementation ofaTQM program in the public sector
 
from asystem-wide stance.
 
This research project will also delineate the obstacles that need to be
 
overcome,such as bureaucratic and political resistance to change,changing or
 
expanding paradigms,garnering program support,and funding of resources,to
 
nameafew. The author had the opportunity to bea participant observer with the
 
Corona,California Mayor's Task Force for Reinventing GovernmentGroup(CRGG)
 
while the group analyzed Corona city management problems,developed courses of
 
actions and tried to implementchanges.
 
Asa Quality Advisor within the United States Air Force for five years,the
 
author has developed several successfulTQM programs within the federal
 
government. The programs have ranged in sizefrom small sub-units of twenty
 
employees to the program developmentand training of larger organizations of more
 
than two hundred employees. Dueto the classified nature of the projects thatthe
 
TQM implementation programssupported,further disclosure of specific documents
 
and materials is not possible. However,it isfrom this experience level thatthe
 
author hasselected this topic for further exploration. The only factor considered for
 
the illustrated TQM program implementation modelis the size of the group being
 
trained. The relationship of training course time required to complete organizational
 
training is based on a hypothetical group of 125employeesfor the purpose of
 
determining the timeframes within the training program that is discussed later in
 
this project.
 
Methodologies used in the developmentof this project include: literature
 
search,asurvey of the Inland Empire, acase study of Corona,California,and the
 
author's five years'experience asaTQM advisor and facilitator with thefederal
 
government.
 
Federal LevelTQM Programs
 
Thefederal government officially began its pursuit of quality on
 
April 27,1988,asthe result of Executive Order 12637. Entitled "Productivity
 
ImprovementProgram for the Federal Government," this executive order,
 
encompassed all executive departments and agencies,established a program to
 
improve the efficiency,timeliness and quality of public services;and setasagoal
 
an annual average productivity increase of three percent by 1991,by agencies that
 
could produce measurable outputs asservices to the public. However between
 
1990-1992,the Bush administration placed little emphasison productivity and
 
quality improvement. Executive Order 12637was revoked in 1992. Thefederal
 
governmentdeveloped the Federal Quality Institute was part ofthe original quality
 
effort.(4) The FOIsurvives today to serve asthe government-widefocal pointfor
 
information about quality management. In addition, mostfederal agencies and
 
departments have developed internal institutes for furthering continuous quality
 
improvement programs that develop quality training programsfor use throughout
 
each organization.
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Thefederal quality program is once again receiving emphasis. A new
 
federal quality initiative has been directed and implemented asa method to reduce
 
the costs of operating thefederal government.
 
Under the Clinton administration, Vice President A!Gore led the National
 
Performance Review(NPR). The NPR is another namefor TQM. The NPR was
 
developed byateam of200federal employees overasix-month period to study
 
wasteful practices,duplications and needless regulations. The NPR also identified
 
successessuch as decreasing acquisition costs by the use of innovative
 
approaches to program management.(5)
 
Onesuch initiative wasto acceptgeneral manufacturing practices(GMP)
 
where practicable and delete military specifications,which in many instances were
 
notasstringent but drove costs higher as manufacturers met military orfederal
 
specification compliance requirements. This shift to accepting GMP also opened
 
the door the acceptance of commercial-off-the-shelf(COTS)items. COTSare
 
items, parts and complete systems that are readily available and require no
 
additional specification requirements to be met.
 
Today's military acquisitions are required by directives to utilize COTS
 
wherever possible and practical. This move has driven acquisition costs down by
 
using readily available technology;improved delivery time by incorporation of
 
COTS;and reduced contracting, personnel and documentation duplications.
 
All federal departments are involved in the implementation and application of
 
TOM. Tofurther encourageTOM within thefederal government,a recognition
 
program wascreated. Thefederal government has developed an awards program
 
to recognizeTOM excellence in governmentimprovement. The program is
 
administered by the FOI. In 1988,as part of FOI'sTOM program,the following two
 
awards were created. (6)
 
The first, the Presidential Award for Quality,wasdesigned for organizations
 
that have an on-going quality program (at least 3-6 years). It is based on an
 
adaptation of the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award criteria that recognize
 
quality achievement by public organizations thatwasadapted to reflectthe culture
 
ofthefederal government. The Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award,on the
 
other hand,reflects the corporate environmentand culture. The Presidential Award
 
for Quality is designed to evaluate federal organizations with at least500
 
employees againstthesametypes of criteria of excellence thatare used by the
 
private sector. This award may be given to a maximum oftwo organizations
 
annually.
 
Thesecond award,the Quality ImprovementPrototype(QIP)wascreated to
 
recognize organizations that have recently begun successfulTQM efforts. The
 
QIP is similar to the Presidential Award for Quality, butdoes notinclude in its
 
criteriasome ofthe more advanced TQM concepts. Organizations of at least100
 
employees maycompetefor this award. The QIP may be awarded to no more than
 
six organizations each year.
 
State LevelTQM Involvement
 
According to Mr.John Politi, Executive Director,State Quality Award
 
Network(part of the Excellence in Missouri Foundation)forty-three states have
 
developed quality offices or have adopted quality initiatives. However,this does not
 
imply thatTQM has been fully integrated into state-level organizational cultures. It
 
does mean that moststates recognize the need for improved processes and
 
sen/ices. Somestates have mandated programs,while other states have voluntary
 
participation.
 
Politi also stated thatover one half of all state level programs are aimed at
 
fostering quality within the private sector, not state government. TQM recognition
 
awards are created and designated for private sector programs. Public sector
 
organizations are beginning to developTQM programs in some states, however,
 
there arefew formal state level TQM programsfor public sector programs.(7)
 
Several states experienced difficulty in implementing TQM statewide. The
 
major obstacle that arisesfrom adopting any new technology,voluntarily or
 
mandatorily,is thatthe technology is often viewed by employees at all levels as
 
"the program-of-the-month,"frequently overlooking the gains in personnel available
 
and economicsavings. Additionally,organizations are often put into a position of
 
being forced to adaptto a program that may not be appropriate to their
 
organizational environmentor culture.
 
Although the rapid adoption seems almostfaddish, it is, in fact,a practical
 
response to the number offorces that are pushing the public and private
 
sectors to change their management philosophy and approach. And the
 
economic gains that resultfrom TQM programsfurther spur their adoption.
 
(8)
 
California's informalTQM program can betraced from an initial foray into
 
quality improvementin the 1980s. The Departmentof Motor Vehicles(DMV)began
 
to look atthe growing number ofcustomer complaints aboutlong lines for motor
 
vehicle transactions. Many customers were refusing to go to the DMV to conduct
 
their business,choosing to forego proper documentation rather than endure DMV's
 
highly bureaucratic processes. The DMV studied the problem,identified processes
 
thatcould be improved,and began to develop alternatives to the established
 
procedure of waiting in aDMV office line for an extended period oftime before the
 
transaction could be processed. The processchange introduced the mail-outand
 
return-mail system for motor vehicle registration renewals. Although the effort was
 
not identified asaTQM initiative atthe time,it was an excellentexample of using
 
TQM tools to maximize efficiency,and eliminate non-value added steps in a
 
process while meeting customers'needs. Another positive innovation wasthe
 
DMV appointmentsystem. DMV'ssuccesses were California's first total quality
 
experience.(9)
 
Other State organizations tried attimes to incorporate TQM into their
 
functions, often without much visible success. TQM in California wentdormant until
 
a restart in 1991. Again,DMV led the way by studying cycle times of various
 
activities and reducing several service activities'cycle timesfrom seven daysto
 
one hour. (10)
 
California Governor Pete Wilson signed Executive Order W-47-93on
 
June 10,1993,which established a voluntary Quality ImprovementTask Force to
 
develop quality improvement programsfor State agencies. The Executive Order
 
identifies whatthe advantages of quality will do for California:
 
Whereas,quality is a proven approach to managementthat
 
demonstrably improves performance;and
 
Whereas,quality relies on effective leadership,strategic planning,
 
enlightened human resource management,good supplier relations,
 
customer satisfaction,assessmentof results and continuous
 
improvement;and
 
Whereas,quality can help the Governor's commitmentto spending
 
tax dollars wisely;and...
 
Whereas,quality has been successfully implemented atthe federal
 
and local governmentlevels (11)
 
Governor Wilson clearly defined the need for quality and identified where
 
quality programs have succeeded. In issuing Executive Order W-47-93, he setthe
 
coursefor California. With theframework in placefor the State's informalTQM
 
program,its only drawback wasthat nofunds were allocated to supportthis
 
initiative. Governor Wilson did establish an appointed position for Quality
 
Coordinator,currently held by Ms. Caren Rubin.
 
With nofunds available to develop California's quality program,Rubin
 
developed a requestfor volunteers that wassentState-wide to quality
 
professionals.She developed an innovative program that yielded TQM expertise for
 
the State at no cost. The requestfor volunteers asked for a commitmentof nine to
 
eighteen months on a pro bono basis. A copy of Rubin's Requestfor Volunteers is
 
at Appendix 1 and is provided asan example of what might be applied by other
 
organizations seeking to implementTQM with little or no funding.
 
To date,fifty volunteers havecomeforward to provide their expertise. The
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volunteers have served ascoaches,trainers and mentorsfor twenty-six
 
opportunitiesforimprovement. To reflectthe cooperative nature of the private and
 
public sectors,these opportunities for improvement have been named"Governor's
 
Quality Partnership Pioneer Projects." As of this writing,the anticipated success
 
rate in quality processimprovementfor participating State organizations seventy
 
percent.
 
According to Rubin,California also hasaTQM recognition program aimed at
 
the private sector. California's award program is called the"Golden State Award,"
 
and is presented to recognize achievers in the private sector. There are no State or
 
municipal level awardsfrom the Statefor public sectorTQM achievements.(12)
 
MunicipalTQM Efforts
 
Thefederal TQM program was driven by Presidential interestand assuch,
 
became mandatory. Moststate-level TQM program participation is voluntary. At
 
the municipal level, there is very little municipal involvement in TQM programs and
 
the results are contradictory.
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According to Berman and West,only 11 percentof cities thatthey surveyed
 
havea"substantial"commitmentto TQM. Their finding was based on a1993
 
national survey they conducted of cities of over 25,000 population using random
 
sampling techniques. They used four criteriato determine organizational
 
commitmentatthe municipal level to TQM:(13)
 
(1) the number offunctions in which TQM is used;
 
(2)the availability of training efforts in TQM for employeesand senior
 
managers;
 
(3) the implementation ofTQM(e.g.,group awards);and
 
(4) the commitmentof other organi:^ational resources to TQM such as
 
consultants,councils,and budgets thataim to furtherTQM.(14)
 
The criteria used in the Berman and Westsurvey weresound measures
 
when assessing the level ofTQM implementation in the public sector.
 
There aresome municipal organizations that have successfully developed
 
and implemented TQM programs. Their successcan be directly attributed to the
 
support("substantial"commitment)by the elected officials. Withoutthis type of
 
support,TQM cannot be effective. Municipalities that have successfulTQM
 
programs have become benchmarksfor others to learn from their endeavors to
 
improve services,timeliness and achieveoost reductions. The three cities selected
 
by the author for illustration are Austin,Texas;Madison,Wisconsin;and
 
Sunnyvale,California.
 
Austin,Texas,started with a developmentgroup(advisory council)that
 
identified customer service asthe issue requiring the mostimprovement. Austin
 
developed a program called B.A.S.I.C.S.(Building Austin's Standard in Customer
 
Service). This program was begun by asmail group of quality-conscious people
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from the community. The cadre included business and professional peoplefrom
 
public and private organizations.
 
Their first step in planning the implementation ofaTQM program for
 
Austin began with educating the leadership of the community about
 
TQM and how the community asawhole would profit. They started
 
by working with the mayor,the chairman ofthe chamber of
 
commerce,and business and governmentleaders. Asthe leadership
 
became more involved,they became extremely interested in the
 
benefits ofTQM.(15)
 
The Austin group recognized thatthe key elements of garnering senior
 
leadership and managementsupportare vital if TQM is to have any chance of
 
success. Cooperative team developmentof leadership and managementis
 
essential for identification ofthe desired outcomes.
 
Another city that has experienced success with TQM is Madison,Wisconsin.
 
Madison used TQM techniques in improving productivity and quality in the city's
 
police department. The Madison Police Department(MFD)was experiencing
 
budget overruns in the overtime category. Ateam wasformed to begin TQM
 
arialysis ofthe problem. Cause and effect studies were performed along with root
 
cause analysis. Flow charts were created and studied,as well as applying
 
statistical analysis to understand the operation and capability ofthe system.
 
Using theseTQM tools and techniques,the team wasable to determine that
 
the MFD was not under-staffed, butthat overtime costs were high because the
 
MFD members were taking their remuneration in cash as opposed to the alternative
 
of compensatory time awayfrom duty. Theteam also discovered thatthe reason
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for taking cash in lieu of time off wasthatthe MPD memberscould notconsistently
 
schedule their compensatory time offso thatthe membercould avail themselves of
 
that option. Frequentcourt appearances, along with tight duty schedules,
 
compounded the cash requirementfor overtime.
 
Madison'steam for this study was made up of six graduate studentsfrom
 
local colleges and three MPD members. Otherthan the regular salary ofthe three
 
MPD members,there was very little cost; this analysis was done on agratis basis
 
in exchangefor the experience gained by the graduate students.(16)
 
Sunnyvale,California, has embraced TQM asa way to improve productivity
 
and costs ofservices while maintaining the lowesttax and fee structure in the
 
region. Sunnyvale's approach to TQM wasto model it after successfulTQM
 
business programs. Sunnyvale has incorporated three basic principles of business
 
- long-range planning, performance budgeting,and performance auditing - to
 
achieve their success. Sunnyvale's long-range planning process resulted in
 
strategic plans thatspan atwenty-year period. Their strategic plan addresses all
 
areas of municipal concern ranging from law enforcementto air quality
 
enforcement. Sunnyvale'sfinancial plans are based on aten-year cycle that
 
address projected revenues,and capital expenses. Thefinancial plan supports
 
their two-year Performance-based Budget. Sunnyvale's Performance
 
AudiVAnalysis portion of theirTQM program requires periodic performance audits
 
on arandom basis. This assures integrity ofthe audits. The audits sen/etwo
 
functions. They ensure resources are being used asthey were authorized and
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determine whetherthe greatesteffectiveness and efficiency are resulting from
 
managementdecisions. Sunnyvale's city management believes thatthis system
 
has become self-perpetuating since management responsibilities are delineated
 
and evaluations and pay are based upon performance in accomplishing the
 
individual's mission.(17)
 
Sunnyvale is an example ofa municipality that has used TQM to
 
succeed. Theend result may bea"win, win, win"situation.
 
Citizens Win. Residents and businesses receive excellentservices
 
and high value in return for their tax dollars. Costs,such astaxes and
 
fees remain low. Services have not been affected by budgetlosses
 
facing California cities from state governmentdecisions,or economic
 
changes asa result of recession.
 
City Council Wins. Forthe elected officials in Sunnyvale,thesystem
 
enablesthem to achieve long-term,tangible results. They arefreed
 
from the burden of complaints and involvement in day-to-day
 
managementofthe city. As policy makers,councilmembers can
 
concentrate on policy goals and service levels to respond to community
 
needs.
 
Employees Win. Sunnyvale's staff is able tofocus on achieving
 
results. Employees are empowered to seek innovative solutions to
 
meetservice-level goals. Thecompensation package is highly
 
competitive,and the managementemployees are rewarded for
 
exceptional performance. The city has been able to maintain stable
 
employment without resorting to layoffs and cutbacks.(18)
 
Sunnyvale's apparentsuccess has been cited by Osborne and Gaebler in
 
their book. Reinventing Government.How the Entrepreneurial Spirit Is
 
Transforming the Public Sector,asa prime example of how TQM can work in a
 
municipality.(19)
 
In contrast,the author wasa participant observer with the
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Corona,California, Reinventing Government Group(CRGG),a10-member mayor-

appointed citizen governmental reform commission. Its purpose wasto evaluate
 
the City of Coronaand make recommendationsfor improving the City's municipal
 
functions and to help Corona preparefor thefuture. In short,the CRGG becomea
 
change agent.
 
Oneagenda item theCCRG wanted to establish wasthe developmentand
 
implementation ofaTQM program for the City staff. Studies demonstrate thatthe
 
implementation and adoption ofTQM improves productivity, eliminates duplication
 
and frees employees tofocus on tasks that often had to be neglected due to lack of
 
time and available staff.(20) TheCRGG viewed TQM asa viable solution to
 
improving City services while keeping operating costs down without additional
 
personnel.
 
TheCRGG failed in its attemptto initiate aTQM program for Coronafor two
 
reasons. First,the group became disillusioned by thefactthatthe City Council did
 
not pursue developmentand implementation ofaTQM program. There was no
 
supportor commitmentfrom the City Council,City Manager or City staff to have
 
TQM implemented. Political barriers were built to thwartthe CRGG's efforts. It is
 
the author's opinion thatthe failure wasdue to lack of leadership oftheCRGG that
 
caused thefocus on the original goals to be lost. An effective leader would have
 
keptthe CRGG'sfocus on all of the group's goals. Second,the Corona City
 
Council became disenchanted with the CRGG asawhole. The Council viewed the
 
actions oftheCRGG as going beyond the original mayoral charter when various
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CRGG members'hidden agendas became apparent. Two members ofthe ten-

member organization were using theCRGG for developing press exposure aimed
 
toward their bids to run for the upcoming Corona City Council elections. Political
 
credibility was lostand the opportunity to effectchange was lost. The experience
 
with Corona is more typical when TQM is attempted atthe municipal level.
 
Local AreaSurvey
 
To determine the number of local area municipalities participating in TQM,
 
the author conducted atelephone survey of twenty-five Southern California
 
municipalities selected at random from the Inland Empire area which encompasses
 
San Bernardino and Riverside counties.Ofthe twenty-five cities contacted,100
 
percent responded to questions aboutTQM programs in their cities. Thesurvey
 
revealed that none ofthose municipalities had implemented TQM,nor were they
 
planning to do so. The most prevalentcomment(85 percent)was,"Wecan't afford
 
to run the city now. How could wetake on another program when we don't have
 
funds to meetour existing programs?" (see Appendix 2). Maybethe question
 
should be answered,"How can you afford notto?" TQM is notan add-on program,
 
buta method to make existing programs work more effectively and efficiently.
 
Training for the city may be obtained by using California's requestfor volunteers
 
approach,contact local institutions of higher education,or request assistancefrom
 
area professional associations thatspecialize in TQM for their assistance. Using
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these strategies may yield a cadre of volunteer experts to assist public
 
organizations to begin aTQM program. The costs to establish aTQM program
 
would befor printing of training materials,employeetime to attend training,and
 
utilities for the organization's training room.
 
The level ofTQM municipal participation found in the author's survey does
 
notcorrespond to Berman and West's national survey thatfound TQM was being
 
implemented with substantial commitment by 11 percentof municipalities. The
 
contradictions may arisefrom the author's micro area survey asopposed to a
 
national survey,the use of different criteria in the instruments and the limited
 
sample surveyed.
 
The author's participant observation ofthe CoronaCase also
 
confirms the conclusion thatTQM implementation in city governmentcan encounter
 
severe barriers if leadership is not presentand political "self-interests"dominate
 
TQM planning and implementation.
 
Once the President Clinton,through the NPR,decided to implementTQM at
 
thefederal level,any potential bureaucratic obstacle wasovercome. From the
 
author's experience with thefederal government hasfound directed by the
 
President rarely meetwith resistancefrom federal employees. State levelTQM
 
program encountered barriers to implementing TQM,such asthe program being
 
voluntary and lack offunding. Municipal efforts to implementTQM have metwith
 
minor success asa whole. However,successful benchmark cities provide
 
inspiration to other municipalities considering implementing TQM programs.
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However,commitmentand political support remain indispensable ingredients for
 
success.
 
The major response to the author's survey may indicate that part ofthe issue
 
of not having aTQM program is fiscally based,the other part may be due to other
 
obstacles that need to be overcome. The nextchapter discusses in more detail
 
obstacles that must be overcome if aTQM program is to be successful.
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Chapter 2
 
ObstaclestoTQM Programs
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Obstacles
 
Forgovernmentagencies atany level considering TQM Implementation,
 
there are obstacles that must be addressed and overcome.
 
When faced with obstacles to goal achievement,governmental
 
organizations musttake actions to understand the barriers,and decide whatto do
 
to overcomethem. Public sector organizations not practicing TQM are beginning to
 
considerTQM program implementation to make government more efficient, cost
 
effective and responsive to the public.
 
Implementing aTQM program Is notan easy process. There are major
 
obstacles to be overcome. Obstacles observed by Mr.Tom Mosgaller,Human
 
Resources Division, City Of Madison,Wisconsin,Is based on Dr.W.Edwards
 
Demlng's discussion ofthe"seven deadly diseases of management:"
 
1. Lack of consistency.
 
2. Short-term thinking.
 
3. Personal review systems or evaluations of performance, merit ratings and
 
management by objectives.
 
4. Mobility of management:job hopping.
 
5. Use of visible figure only for management.
 
6. Excessive medical costs.
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7. Excessive costs in liabiiity,fueled by lawyers who work on
 
contingency.(21)
 
The mostsignificant disease Mosgaiier discussed is the one that is
 
frequency seen in the public sector-"shortterm thinking." According to
 
him,this is probably the primary barrierfaced by most pubiic sector organizations
 
when they attemptto implementtotal quality management(TQM). The existence of
 
this barrier is one that needsto be addressed,especially since the ieaders of public
 
sectororganizations are elected for terms averagingfrom two to four years. The
 
nature of the relatively brief tenure-of-term often forces the elected leadership to
 
focus almostexclusively on short-term issues. It is this"short-term thinking"
 
process that has created long-term problems and caused potential solutions to be
 
overlooked. Mosgalier's observation is validated by this author's experience asa
 
participant observer with the CRGG. The city councii definitelyfocused on the
 
immediate short-term probiems and not addressirig the iong-term issues.
 
TQM is a long-term discipline; long-term notonly in training and application
 
before tangible results are recognized,butalso requiring long term commitmentto
 
improvementof processes and services.(22) Shortelections cyclestend to drive
 
thefocus ofthe elected officers to immediate issues that are often the most
 
pressing in the minds of the voters,who demand accountability for acute problem
 
resolution. Voters wantto see action ~ action to solve the current problems. This
 
type of voter paradigm typically favors short-term thinking greatly and makes long­
term planning difficult, if not nearly impossible.
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This dichotomy between shortelections cycles and long-term problem can
 
be overcome. The solution requires thatthe elected officials to makea concerted
 
effort to focus on the problems that are chronic and have long-term implications.
 
The officials then mustdetermine whatactions are necessary to effect resolution.
 
In Chapter 1,the author cited three successfulTQM programs,Sunnyvale,
 
California; Madison,Wisconsin;and Austin,Texas. The elected governing bodies
 
ofthese cities were able to overcome the short election cycie versus long-term
 
planning dilemma. The results have provided long-term solutions,reduced costs
 
and improved efficiency.
 
Another difficulty public sector organizationsfrequently encounter is that
 
TQM was originally created to improve processes and products,to better the profit
 
basefor a commercial company. TQM is commonly viewed asemphasizing the
 
profit and loss motivation of the private sector. A clearer definition ofthe quality
 
improvement programs is needed in the public sector,especially since the public
 
sector's main output is service to the public rather than commercial profit. For many
 
governmentservices(e.g., welfare and police)there is no"bottom line" profitfigure
 
from which to measure"success." However,there are measurementssuch as
 
crime rates,customer service processing times,etc., which can provide meaningful
 
assessments.
 
According to Mr. Blue Wooldridge,Associate Professor,Departmentof
 
Public Administration at Virginia Commonwealth University,there are ten major
 
categories of obstacles that must be overcome in order to complete aTQM
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feasibility analysis. Thefeasibility analysis is conducted to determine the likely
 
outcome should aTQM program be implemented. Although Wooldridge's article
 
wasfocused on public sector improvementefforts of all types,TQM certainly falls
 
within this realm. Here are Wooldridge's ten barriers that must be addressed and
 
overcome if aTQM program implementation is to succeed:
 
1. Resources
 
2. Standards and Qbjectives
 
3. Inter/lntra-Organizational Enforcement Mechanisms
 
4. Characteristics and Disposition of Implementing Agencies
 
5. Disposition ofthe Implementors
 
6. Characteristics ofthe Innovation
 
7. Future Economic Conditions
 
8. Social Factors
 
9. Political Environment
 
10. Uncertainty of Knowledge of Techniques or Administrative
 
Procedures(23)
 
1. Resources. Whatfunds, personnel,time availability and faciiity
 
allocations are available? To whatextentare resources dedicated to this program?
 
Whatis the commitment level oftop management? Whatis the level of political
 
support- unions,citizenry,special interest groups,and organizational staff? What
 
special personnel training is required? Is there in-house training capability or
 
anothersource such asa university graduate program thatcould provide training
 
as part of their graduate program? If not,is there a citizen or locai company which
 
might be available to assist in training on a gratis basis?
 
2. Standardsand Objectives. Are the objectives ofTQM clearly defined?
 
Are they readily available to those who will be implementing the program and those
 
directly concerned with the program? Whatare the expectations of the outcome of
 
TQM after implementation? Are these defined in writing?
 
3. Inter/lntra-OrganizationalEnforcementMectianisms. One mustdefine
 
the internal and external customer base thattheTQM program implementation will
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affect. How many inter/intra organizational entities are involved? Whatreward
 
systems will be in place,e.g.,symbolic awardssuch as certificates or material
 
awardssuch as bonuses,time off, ora preferred parking spacefor a limited time
 
period? Whatare the past or presentclimate of conflicts or cooperation levels of
 
affected organizations?
 
4. CharacteristicsandDisposition ofImplementing Agencies. Whatare the
 
bureaucratic and political influence and structure ofthe organization considering
 
implementing aTQM program? Whatis top management's commitmentto
 
empowerment? Whatis the receptivity ofthe organization to TQM implementation?
 
Whatdifficulties could be expected to be encountered with organizational cultures,
 
e.g., organizational traditions,standard operating procedures,informal and formal
 
chains-ofcommand and leadership, basic operations modes,organizational values,
 
or legal issues?
 
5. Disposition ofthe Impiementors. Perception is reality. If one perceives
 
something one way,then to that individual,that perception is reality. Therefore,
 
several perceptions must be surfaced and addressed when implementing aTQM
 
program. How much behavioral change will be required ofthe employees? What
 
are the possible value conflicts? How threatened will the employees be with the
 
TQM program? How secure are the employees'jobs? This is especially true in
 
today's cut-back management. How do the unions or organized bargaining units
 
perceive theTQM program? How will the resistance to change be overcome?
 
(Resistance to change is discussed in Chapter 3.)
 
6. Characteristics ofthe Innovation. Whatare the advantages of the
 
proposed program in relation to existing practices? Will this new program be
 
compatible with the organizational culture? Is it possible to worka pilot program on
 
asmaller scale so that other Sections ofthe organization may observe the results?
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7. Future Economic Conditions. How will future economic conditions affect
 
theTQM program?
 
8. SociaiFactors. WhatIs the public's opinion ofImplementing aTQM
 
program? Dothe political power holders supportImplementation? Does
 
Implementing aTQM program provide visible,tangible results to the citizen-voters?
 
9. PoliticaiEnvironment. Is Implementation based upon a recent crisis or
 
major event? Who are the opposing parties? Havethey developed a united
 
opposition? Whatare their concerns? Are there any legal ramifications of
 
Implementing aTQM program?
 
10. Uncertainty ofKnowiedgeofTechniques orAdministrative Procedures.
 
Is the organizational culture unstable? What new technologies or procedures are
 
Involved with aTQM program? WhatIs the disposition of administrators charged
 
with the responsibility of Implementing TQM programs? Whatare their paradigms
 
aboutTQM programs?(24)
 
The areas of possible conflict described by Wooldrldge are valid and must
 
be addressed. Ignoring these obstacles and notconsidering the Issues thatthey
 
raise portends doom forTQM Implementation.The author's experience with the
 
Corona Reinventing GovernmentGroupshows that had the group addressed these
 
obstacles Instead of Ignoring them, their goals and objectives may have met with
 
moresuccess.
 
1. TheCRGG did notassessthe City's resources In relation to
 
Implementation ofTQM.
 
2. TheCRGG did not define the standards and objectives ofTQM In relation
 
to the City managementculture.
 
3. TheCRGG did not define theTQM program northe Inter/lntra­
organlzatlonal mechanisms.
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4. Corona's top managementcommitmenttoTQM was not developed by
 
the GRGG but dictated thatTQM wasgoing to be implemented.
 
5. By offending the City's elected leadership responsible forTQM
 
implementation,theCRGG encountered resistance. The disposition ofthe
 
implementorwas negative.
 
6. The characteristics of the innovation ofTQM were discussed among the
 
CRGG,butthe advantages ofTQM were not disseminated outside the group.
 
7. TheCRGG did not provide an assessmentofthe impactoffuture
 
economic conditions upon TQM in Corona.
 
8. Socialfactors were ignored. TheCRGG wanted TQM,but did not
 
consider whether or notthe rest of Corona's citizens wanted TQM.
 
9. The political environmentwasthe driving factor forTQM to be considered
 
asa program to help in reducing Corona's operating costs and improve efficiency in
 
lieu ofimposing a utility tax to meet budget requirements. However,the CRGG did
 
notanalyze whothe opponents to TQM were,the concerns aboutTQM or legal
 
ramification ofTQM implementation.
 
10. TheCRGG did understand the technologies ofTQM and the
 
administrative procedures involved. The group did not havethe opportunity to
 
share their knowledge with Corona's leadership becausethey had alienated those
 
who could have approved TQM implementation atthe beginning of the CRGG's
 
efforts.
 
TheCRGG had the opportunity to help CoronaimplementTQM,butthrough
 
the group's lack of sensitivity and political savvy,the attemptfailed.
 
Acommon thread woven throughout this chapter points to keeping
 
communications channels open to enable participants to overcome their resistance
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to changethrough a better understanding oftheTQM program. The nextchapter
 
discussesthe dynamics of change.
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Chapter 3
 
The DynamicsofChange
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Understanding Change
 
Before a discussion of overcoming resistance to change,one mustfirst
 
understand the dynamics of change.Change represents an emotional transition. It
 
is importantto rememberthat people do not resist change in and of itself, they resist
 
being changed.(25) This is certainly true in thecasestudy the author conducted
 
with the CRGG. The resistance to the prospectofchange wasencountered at ail
 
levels ofthe city staff. Thesymptoms of resistance were manifested as refusal to
 
communicate with CRGG members,lack of interest,and numerous appointment
 
postponements by city staff. The city staff appeared to exhibitgroup denial that
 
anything could be inefficientasfar as Corona's city operations were concerned.
 
From the author's experience and observation, people going through a
 
change processseem to experience thesametypes of responses as if grieving:
 
denial-"No,this can't be;"
 
anger-"There is no way I'm going to do this;"
 
fear-"If they do this I may lose myjob;"
 
depression --"There's no point in going on."
 
These responses need to be anticipated before any change to the norm is
 
considered.
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In addition, organizational change involves three conditions:future state,
 
where the organization is envisioned by its leadership to be bound;presentstate,
 
wherethe organization is;and transition state,the process through which the
 
organization evolves to attain its future state.(26)
 
Currentstate
 
Future state Transition state
 
Figure 1. Orqanizationai Change Process
 
Figure 1 portrays the cycle of organizational change. The currentstate is the
 
organization as it exists now.The transition state reflects thefact that no change is
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instantaneous;a state offlux will be experienced enroute to the future state. The
 
future state represents the level to which an organization aspires. Each state
 
progresses through the next until a new change occurs.
 
Why do public sector organizations change? There may be political reasons
 
for organizational change, such asa direction ofthe governing body to improve
 
customer service. There may befiscal considerations such as being forced to
 
"right-size"due to lower-than-anticipated revenues. Often,changes are being
 
demanded by unions,employees,the citizenry,interestgroups,other levels of
 
government,or shifting societal values. The nature of change requires analysis if
 
successful implementation is to occur.
 
Overcoming Resistance ToChange
 
Resistance to change in the public sector may take manyforms.The mental
 
form may take several shapes,ranging from strong vocal opposition to benign
 
neglect,to rumor and innuendo. Vocal opposition may result in heated loud
 
defiance ofchange. On the internal side,the resistance to change may result in a
 
moreserious outcome: afull-blown strike by public employees. On the external
 
side,the citizenry may demand a recall of elected official(s). Internal and external
 
reactions of benign neglect may manifest as,"If weignore it, it will go away,"or
 
"This is just another'program of the month'they wantto try. It won't last,so we'll
 
wait-them-out." The type of resistance mostfrequently encountered when
 
beginning implementation ofa total quality management program is the latter. The
 
keys to overcoming resistance lie in identifying the nature of the resistance,the
 
reasonsfor resistance,and the sphere of resistance. A sphere of resistance may
 
include unions,employees,legislative function (city council),state statutes and
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mandates,supervisors,or citizenry. The author developed the matrix illustrated in
 
Figure2to provide insight into where resistance spheres may exist.
 
Type ofChange:.

Legislature
 
Statutes
 
o>
 
o>
 
c
 
(0
 Mandates
 
6
 
o
 
o
 Supervisors

o 
High
 
c
 
CO
 
tn
 
"cS Medium
 Employees
CD
 
Low
 Unions
 
itCiyrnez
 
Figure 2. Resistance Indicator
 
By assigning numerical scores within a low range of 1-3,a medium range of
 
4-6,and a high range of 7-9,asimple statistical analysis reveals where the greatest
 
opposition to change will likely be encountered. The higher the number,the more
 
resistance is likely to occur. Oncethe area of opposition is identified,a strategy for
 
influencing the opposition can be developed. An example ofthe statistical analysis
 
might be the following:
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Typ© of ChangeIimplement new hours for the city offices. 
Changing from M-F 8:00am - 12:00Dm and liOOom - 4:00Dm to 
M-Th 9:00am - 1:00pm and 2:00pm ■ 5:00 on F 12:00Dm to|Legislature
<D
 
o>
 
C
 Statutes 
O
 
CO 
Mandates

a> NA NA 
o 
High 98 
c
 
CO
 
CO
 
o 
Supervisors
■<0 Medium 
a>
 
OH
 EmployeesLow 1 1 1 
Unions 
itCyrnez
Figures. Resistance indicator (Example) 
In figure 3, the legislature (in this instance, the city council), the supervisors 
and the citizenry offer little resistance to a change in city office hours. Neither 
statutes nor mandates influence this sample. High resistance, however, originates 
from the employees and unions. The strategy to overcome these spheres of 
resistance may be to provide information to the employees and unions, explaining 
the reasons for change, along with anticipated advantages, to the employees and 
unions. Other avenues to overcoming union and employee resistance to change 
could be by (1) including both factions in the discussion, planning and 
implementation of the change, or (2) through collective bargaining. 
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Trustand understanding are also essential if resistance to change is to be
 
overcome.
 
Trust of any person in any situation is earned over time....Making
 
demandson people withouta prior, carefully developed sense of trust
 
will usually lead to disaster. Withouttrust, peopie have little faith that
 
their managers will savethem when the water rises over their heads."
 
(27)
 
Withoutthe deveiopmentof trusting reiationships throughoutany public entity,a
 
TQM program will notsurvive.
 
A city,for exampie, is no exception. The governing body and employees
 
must have an established trusting relationship for aTQM environmentto thrive.
 
The trust among the parties will facilitate empowermentand improvementin the
 
services the city has to offer to its internai and external customers. Trustcan bea
 
crucial ingredientto overcoming resistance to change.
 
To gain trust and credibility forTQM implementation, public sector quality
 
officers(facilitators) must be able to demonstrate thatTQM works. Borrowing from
 
private sectorTQM techniques, modified to meet public sectorTQM requirements
 
is the mostcommon approach. The author's experience hasshown that by
 
illustrating where the similarities iie between public and private sectorTQM,private
 
sector organizations notas skeptical of this new program. It has been proven to
 
work MostTQM facilitators havegone aboutimplementation by adapting the
 
private sector elements to meetthe needs ofthe public sector. MostTQM
 
faciiitators research the availabie private sector's materiais and seiectthe methods
 
that mostciosely paraiiel their working environments. The parallei approach addsa
 
measure offamiliarity and reduces stress to overcome resistance toward the
 
organization's new TQM program.
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Most public sector quality officers have been successful by selecting
 
the closesttools to meettheir situation by using the private sector
 
and including members of the private sector to assistthe public
 
sector quality officer develop their programs. The public sector
 
organizations that have experienced majorsuccess are those that
 
have included the private sector experts as part of the organization's
 
Advisory Council.(28)
 
Advisory Councils
 
The author's experience hasshown thatthe use of an advisory council to
 
formulateTQM policies and implementation strategies is key often to facilitating the
 
organization's cultural transition and helps to identify and overcome organizational
 
resistance. The composition of the advisory council musttake into consideration
 
factions that may have an impact upon thesuccess orfailure of the implementation
 
effort, e.g., governing board,chief administrative officer(GAG),department heads,
 
and staff.. In additional to this cadre,representation from the citizenry, private
 
sector experts,interestgroups,suppliers,and contractors needsto be included in
 
the invitation to participate in the advisory council. Even though some(or many)of
 
those invited to join the advisory council may decline,the opportunity to becomea
 
membershould be afforded. This also serves asa"safety valve," diluting later
 
criticism by those who were invited, but declined to join.
 
By having a broad-based representation on the advisory council,the
 
concerns by various representatives may be raised and addressed,and potential
 
roadblocks averted through open communication,better understanding of
 
participants points of view,and consensus.
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The role of the advisory council is to assessthe public organization's current
 
state to assess if aTQM program is needed. If TQM is needed,it developsthe
 
vision ofthe organization-whatthe organization will become in its future state and
 
the organization's purpose. The advisory council creates the mission statement
 
that is a precise definition of whatthe organization does,and^stablishes goals and
 
objectivesfor the transition state. The advisory council also advises the GAGon
 
TQM,serves asaforum to discussTQM issues,and ensures organization-wide
 
focus on improvement ofcommon processes shared throughoutthe organization.
 
Once the advisory council hasovercome resistancefrom theTQM program
 
participants,and established the direction ofthe organization'sTQM program,TQM
 
implementation can begin. The nextchapter discussesTQM implementation and
 
provides an original modelfor implementing aTQM program developed by the
 
author.
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Chapter4
 
Implementation ofTQM
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Implementation -The Beginning
 
TQM is a philosophical conceptthat is based on leadership style, work
 
environment(training and resources),and pursuit ofthe continuous improvement
 
process. For any public sector organization to begin aTQM program there must be
 
buy-in(acceptance ofthe concept)at all levels of the organization for the program to
 
be successful. While it is necessary to have buy-in at all levels,aTQM program that
 
is destined to become part ofthe institutional fabric must be driven,top-down,
 
throughoutthe organization. Leadership mustdemonstrate both the belief and the
 
commitmentto makeTQM part of daily organizational life ~ what Berman and West
 
called "substantial"commitment. This meansthat management musttake the first
 
steps to"walk the walk and talk the talk" ofTQM ~anything less will merely doom the
 
effort to another"management program-of-the-month that will go away if we wait long
 
enough."
 
In their book.Excellence in Government-Total Quality Managementin the
 
1990s.David K. Carr and Ian D. Littman, developed acontinuous improvement
 
process(figure 4)that is the underlying foundation ofTQM philosophy.(29)
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Quality
 
Systems
 
Development
 
ContinuousImprovement
 
Figure4.ContinuousImprovementProcess(30)
 
First, an as-is assessmentofthe quality status of the organization must be
 
accomplished to determine areas of opportunities whereimprovementscan be
 
made. This includes money(including the costs of nothaving quality), performance
 
levels, how schedules impactcustomers,and how the political climate relates to
 
TQM both internally and externally. The internal political climate may be driven by
 
union opposition,the external political opposition maycomefrom special interest
 
groups,business orthe citizenry at-large. The author's experience hasfound that
 
representation ofthese various political factions on the organization'sTQM advisory
 
council makes garnering support less difficult. Their participation allows the various
 
factions to have a voice in the development of theTQM philosophy,encouraging
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possible changes in leadership style and development ofa positive environment
 
thatencouragesTQM.
 
Money is often a main driving factor in implementing TQM programs. TQM
 
has been credited with saving not oniy doilars, but labor requirements as weii. One
 
generally accepted data pointon the costof not having a quality program is that
 
many senrice organizations spend 35 percent or more of their resources to fix
 
mistakes such as billing errors,incorrectcorrespondence,duplicating efforts,and
 
exhibiting a lack of concern for detail. These performance deficits cost money. In
 
addition,the scheduling of office hours may havea negative impact upon both
 
internal and external customers. In Figure 3,we discussed achange of city office
 
hours to allow more accessibility by external customers -- the public. By shifting the
 
hours to offer a later window of opportunity for the public to conduct business later
 
in the day,the external customers are less inconvenienced. This movecan help
 
foster goodwill for the city and its employees,and builds astronger support basefor
 
future city quality improvement efforts.
 
Carr and Littman's Continuous ImprovementProcess illustrates an ideal
 
continuous improvement process. Their process assumes thataTQM philosophy
 
has been adopted,and that no opposition exists.(31) In Figure 4,the vision is
 
developed by the city leadership of whatthe organization is to become,or as
 
iilustrated in Figure 1,the future state.The vision is a compilation ofcustomer
 
expectations,organizational culture changes,and available resources and
 
capabilities.
 
The plan is the written roadmap of how the vision will be accomplished. The
 
structure ofthe implementation process will reflect the culture of the organization.
 
The implementation process structure should betemporary. It should exist only as
 
required to keepthe momentum of implementation going until the CPI process
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becomes part ofthe organizational culture. It is importantto rememberthatthe
 
structure of the implementation process must reflectthe vision and the plan,and
 
maintain an identical focus.
 
Figure4also illustrates a"twin track"implementation process. Thetwin
 
track CPI implementation process supports both short-term and long-term
 
implementations. The short-term is used asa pilot program to gain experience and
 
success with the CPI process. A pilot program may be used to demonstrate to
 
observers that CPI is a user-friendly,cost-saving tool that will improve their
 
departments and contribute to the overall improvement of the organization as well.
 
The long-term implementation process is used for instituting organization-wide
 
change. It is useful in organizational restructuring,which requires careful planning
 
and installation to be effective. The long-term implementation process is where
 
improvementteams are developed and trained. They are schooled in all the
 
necessary skills to be an effective team. Trust must be built within the teams and
 
among the external customers. Theteams are created to improve specific
 
processes and are disbanded once managementis satisfied with the improvement
 
process results. As quality systems are developed and installed,theseteam
 
membersthen become available to moveon to other processimprovementissues
 
asateam,or as members of other teams. Often the ability to shiftteam members
 
to other improvementteams as individuals affords the various improvementteams
 
additional insights thatan experienced team member brings to a newlyformed
 
processimprovementteam.(32)
 
Before CPI is implemented,specific areas for improvementor areas of
 
opportunity must be targeted. Identifying what needs to be done is a daunting
 
issue. Determining who the customers are and their relationships to the
 
organization can bea challenge. Are the customers internal or external? Whatare
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the customers'needs? Can the organization meetthe customers'needs and still
 
attain the organizations goals and serve its purpose?
 
In addressing these questions several techniques can be used. The least
 
threatening is asurvey of what has been suggested,either through aformal or
 
informal suggestion program. Another source is to review customer complaints:
 
"Whatissues are the most irritating when dealing with public sector personnel and
 
processes?" If thisform ofsurvey does not provide insight,then aformal survey
 
may need to be developed.
 
Onceasurvey is structured,conducted and thereby results analyzed,the
 
advisory council needsto selectthe training events which will most efficiently move
 
the organization toward theirTQM goals.
 
Selectioh of Best Methodfs^ ofTraining Techniques
 
Training is cascaded top-down throughoutthe organization.
 
Specifically,training will provide city employees with knowledge and
 
skills they need to continually improve their outputs~the services they
 
provide to their internal and external customers. It can be successful
 
only in conjunction with other means; changes in management
 
behavior,the service improvementsystem,communication,... (33)
 
Training provides every employee with an understanding ofthe purpose of
 
the CPI process and TQM's philosophy by providing the working knowledge of the
 
tools and techniques used for service improvement. This is an area wherethe
 
organization's advisory council becomes invaluable. The advisory council,in
 
concert with acadre of volunteerTQM professionals and graduate students,can
 
help design the types,levels and intensity of training needed to meetthe
 
organization's TQM goals and objectives. Each level and type of work needs to be
 
assessed by a trained TQM team in concert with each department head,to
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determine whattools and training techniques will work bestfor their particular
 
department.
 
Somedepartmentsfunction ata higher cognizance level than others. This is
 
due partly to the types of skills required to perform the department's specific tasks.
 
Skills in a municipal financial department may require facilitation with numbers,
 
spreadsheets,and interpersonal skills;the street maintenance department may
 
operate with a lesserformal skills knowledge base and be more manually oriented.
 
Oncethe level and types of knowledge and skills normally required in
 
accomplishing day-to-day job tasks have been identified,then TQM skills training
 
techniques can be selected to mirror each department's normal information
 
processing patterns. The mirroring aspect of training in the various departments
 
presentsa less threatening environment. If the training techniques are presented in
 
aformatfamiliar to onesencountered in the trainees'standard work environment,
 
the department membersare more likely to grasp the concepts quickly and
 
incorporate them into their daily work routine.
 
In the author's experience,TQM is seldom successfully implemented from a
 
platform teaching approach. Skilled facilitators often move an organization quickly
 
into TQM,imparting knowledge aseach group is ready for it. This"learning by
 
doing"approach of facilitation isfrequently very effective.
 
Facilitators
 
TQM facilitators are used to actas an"honest broker" during TQM team
 
activities,to keeptheteam focused on the process that is under scrutiny. A lead
 
TQM facilitator needsto be identified. The role of theTQM lead facilitator is to
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receiveTQM training through formal courses,keeping abreastof the latestTQM
 
developments,develop training programsfor the organization and train the
 
organization's facilitator team. Having atrained TQM facilitator team affords the
 
organization the ability to havesimultaneous process action teams working on
 
multiple areas of opportunity.
 
TQM facilitator team leaders and their facilitator teamsshould gain extensive
 
knowledge of all facets ofTQM skills and techniques.OnceaTQM team has
 
acquired the skills, tools and techniques,the facilitator will then be able to meet with
 
various supervisors at all levels to assessthe types of training,TQM tools,and
 
skills needed for each particular department. Notevery employee or department
 
needs to master all oftheTQM tools and techniques to be able to improve
 
processes.
 
To aid in implementing TQM,the author has developed aTQM
 
implementation model.
 
Total Quality ManagementImplementation Model
 
Considering the authors experience asaTQM advisor and facilitator,the
 
TQM implementation model is illustrated in Figure 5. The model is divided into four
 
segments: decision phase,selling phase,training phase,and implementation
 
phase. Discussions ofeach phasefollow thefive segmentdiagrams.
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Figure5. TQM Implementation Model(Macro View)
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Figure5a.The Decision Phase
 
Figure5a.illustrates the first phase involved in TQM implementation. This
 
figure outlines the steps often taken by the elected leadership when considering
 
TQM adoption. For purposes of this paper,only TQM is considered;other
 
managementapproach electives are not considered here.
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TheSelling Phase
 
The selling phase is the process of getting the participants at all levels to
 
agree to training and use ofthe newly acquired skills in day-to-day operations of
 
theirfunctions.
 
An important point is that all levels ofthe organization must"buy-in,"or fully
 
accept,theTQM program philosophy. TQM mustbe supported from the
 
organization's leadership,staff, suppliers,contractors,special interestgroups,
 
businesses,and the citizenry.Theimportance of these factions participating in the
 
formation and developmentofthe organizationsTQM advisory council has been
 
previously addressed.
 
Success stories such as Sunnyvale,California;Austin,Texas;Madison,
 
Wisconsin;and thefederal governmentsupportthe premise thatwhen TQM is
 
implemented in the public sector,the overall costofgovernmentgoesdown
 
because errors are notasfrequentand the costs of redoing tasks are reduced or
 
eliminated. This drives costs down dramatically. To implementTQM in the public
 
sector,various approaches need to be tailored to reach the diverse internal
 
audiences that make upthea public organization.
 
The methods used in the selling phase will be directly related to the
 
immediate audience being addressed. Asan example, an analytical approach
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may need to be used with the departments that are technical in nature. However,
 
when approaching departments thatemphasis creativity,aconceptual approach
 
may be used. The key to getting "buy-in"or program acceptance is to emphasize
 
the approach that recognizes the commonality of the group to gain alignment with
 
group members,so the group can more easily relate to the new program.
 
Alignment will also make implementation ofthe new TQM skills transparent. This
 
transparency will also allow forsmooth transition ofTQM into the organizational
 
culture.
 
The selling phase is also the point at which the executive, i.e., leadership
 
usually receives their training from aTQM professional consultant. Based on the
 
author's experience,this level of training should be accomplished ata location
 
awayfrom the normal work place,often termed an "off-site" ora retreat. Locations
 
awayfrom the office almostalways provide betterforumsfor training to take place
 
by precluding interruptions and keeping those in training focused on the materials
 
being presented. These training sessions can be held locally during normal work
 
hours to meetthe training requirements,and atthesametime,savethe costs of
 
transportation, lodging and per diem expenses. The executive level training course
 
presented in this report is two days in length and is designed to provide an
 
executive overview and forum to examinethe organization's leadership style. More
 
detailed training is gained asthe management personnel attend the Team
 
Member's Course. The importance of having the management level personnel
 
receive their training along with the employees is that management's presence in
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the classessendsastrong message thatthe entire organization is serious about
 
quality.
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The Training Phase
 
The training phase is the learning portion ofaTQM implementation program.
 
The training phase has been segregated into separate courses to fulfill the needs of
 
an organization. (See Appendix4forTQM course descriptions.) Notevery
 
employee needs all courses of training to becomea quality team member. The
 
timeframe for each course is designed for one training section atany given time,to
 
minimize the impactofabsencesfrom work locations.
 
It is recommended thateach section becomposed ofabroad range of
 
individualsfrom various departments. This providesa homogeneous mix and often
 
opensavenues of communication not previously available. Departmentsfrequently
 
tend to function primarily amongstthemselves and rarely go outside the functions of
 
the department. By providing opportunities for interaction such asTQM training,
 
communications channels are expanded and accomplishing inter-departmental
 
tasks and resolution of conflicts becomes easier when a person knowsa helpful
 
contact.
 
After the initial TQM training has been completed,two employee quality
 
advisementgroups: the organization's quality council,which serves asthe internal
 
steering committee for theTQM program and the continuous processimprovement
 
teams which are the heart ofTQM should beformed. Thesegroupsfunction as
 
teamsto find the areas of opportunity for developing and implementing
 
improvements to processesfor better efficiency,increased productivity at lower
 
costs.
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Teams
 
Oncetraining has been completed,TQM teams may beformed to address
 
areas of opportunity. These may be in any area whereimprovementis desired.
 
Teams may be intradepartmental or cross-functional. The only requirement is that
 
theteam members have received prerequisite training for the tasks required. The
 
facilitator will be needed to help the team(s)progress.
 
Special Teams
 
From time to time, members of specially trained groups may be called upon
 
to work asaspecial team memberon a specific problem the public sector
 
organization needs resolved. Ofcourse, careful coordination with the affected
 
department headsand supervisors must be done if personnel are tasked from
 
outside a department. Specialteams are utilized primarily in cross-functional or
 
highly complex TQM issues.
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Figure 5d.Illustrates the mostactive portion of the implementation
 
phase oftheTQM program. It is acontinuous cycle that becomes part of
 
the public sector organization's culture.
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ContinuousImprovementCvcle
 
Figure5d.depicts the mostactive portion of theTQM program. This model
 
is for implementing process improvements. A variety oftools and techniques,such
 
as brainstorming,flow charting,quality functional deploymentcharting,Ishikawa
 
diagrams,Pareto charts,flow charts,cause and effect diagrams and other
 
statistical process control processescan be used at various steps.
 
Oncethe area of opportunity has been defined(flow charted),ateam is
 
formed. Theteam then defines the tools and techniques to be used to define and
 
improve the process. When a project has been selected,collect data and analyze
 
the results to determine what process change or changes are needed. Theteam
 
implements the change and monitors the effect through various metric tools. If the
 
change is successful,the change is standardized throughoutthe organization. If
 
the change is notsuccessful,the team returns to the data collection pointand
 
proceeds through the process until success has been reached,or it is determined
 
by the team thatcontinued effort on this particular process has reached the point of
 
diminishing returns on time invested and no longer can justify further investigation.
 
When asuccessful improvementchange has been standardized, a process
 
improvement plan is developed and the project is documented by plus/delta
 
evaluation,and lessons learned. This documentation is then made available to
 
other teamsto help preventthe"reinventing- the-wheel" syndrome.
 
The cycle then begins again in a new area of opportunity or another project
 
in thesame area.
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Figure 5e.illustrates the crucial question to TQM implementation:
 
"HasTQM become part of the fabric of the organization itself?"
 
The institutionalization ofaTQM program takes place when TQM is no
 
longer thoughtofasa program but has becomesecond nature to the organizational
 
culture and a"normal way"of doing business. Aristotle once said,"Quality isa
 
habit notan act." Atthe momentTQM becomesan organizational habit
 
(institutionalized),theTQM implementation process is complete and the momentum
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generated by the process is now self-perpetuating. To keep theTQM program fine-

tuned,a monitoring system is needed. The monitoring system may be assimple as
 
feedbackfrom both internal and external customers, customer surveys,and/or
 
information-gathering forums. The data collected from these sources is valuable
 
because it provides managementand improvementteams with information about
 
how successful their efforts have been and where other opportunitiesfor
 
improvement may exist.TQM is notfully implemented until the question posed by
 
Figure5e is"yes." Atthat point,theTQM philosophy has been fully integrated into
 
the organization's culture.
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Chapter 5
 
Summaryand Conclusion
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Summary
 
In summary,TQM Is a management philosophy and approach to long-term
 
success and better profits that originated in the private sector. TQM in the public
 
sector became popular when thefederal governmentsuccessfully implemented
 
TQM asthe result of presidential desire. To become successful in adopting TQM in
 
the public sector,the tools,and practices had to be tailored to meet public sector
 
goals~improve services,reduce costs and become more efficient. State
 
governments increasingly recognize the need for TQM. Forty-three states have
 
established TQM offices to assistTQM developmentin the private sector and
 
reward their TQM successes. States also have recognized the need forTQM in
 
government, but have made programs voluntary. On the municipal level,TQM is
 
not being implemented on a wide-scale basis due to obstaclessuch as resistance
 
to change and fiscal, social and political barriers that must be overcome if TQM
 
philosophy is to be successful. Success stories such as Sunnyvale,California,
 
Madison,Wisconsin,and Austin,Texas,illustrate what is possible when TQM is
 
implemented.
 
Thecase study of Corona,California, Reinventing GovernmentGroup
 
(CRGG),revealed whatcan happen if obstacles are ignored,alienation of city
 
leadership,and lack of political savvy foil implementation ofTQM.
 
TQM implementation and the continuous improvement process describe
 
whatis required forTQM adoption. The author developed aTQM implementation
 
model to aid TQM implementation.
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Conclusion
 
Implementing aTQM program in public sector organizations is notan easy
 
process. For theTQM philosophy to be adopted,commitmentfrom and
 
involvement by the leadership must be established and well evident. TQM may
 
require possible changes in leadership style thatsupports the employees in finding
 
opportunities for continuous processimprovementand implementing
 
improvements.
 
Competition forfunding and staff resources often makeTQM training often a
 
last priority. When funding was not available for California's voluntaryTQM
 
program,State Quality Coordinator, Ms.Caren Rubin used ingenuity to garner
 
trainers, mentors and program developers through her"Requestfor Volunteers"
 
program. People responded to the requestthat resulted in fifty volunteersfrom all
 
levels of private organizations. The program costfor volunteers waszero. The
 
only costs associated with the state-level program wasthe employees'time. Public
 
sector entities at all levels have within their geographic areas professional
 
organizations, businesses,consultants and institutions of higher learning from
 
which to develop avolunteer pool to help establish aTQM program. The
 
organization has only to request qualified volunteers.
 
If the leadership if firmly committed to theTQM program,staff resources
 
must be made available for training,and team participation in continuous process
 
improvement activities. While there is an initial "drain"of training time and funds,it
 
is the author's experience thatthese costs are rapidly recouped,often within afew
 
months. The recoupmentcomesfrom increased productivity and streamlined work
 
processes.
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Implementing TQM does havesome obvious limitations.One limitation the
 
author has noted from experience is that organizations have difficulty dedicating the
 
short-term manpower and resource commitments required by the early stages of
 
TQM. The early short-term loss of resources is difficult to "sell"to a skeptical
 
public,which is often already frustrated by previous budget-driven service cuts.
 
Another limitation is employees'experience itself; they must be convinced that
 
TQM will becomethe driving philosophy behind organizational decisions and
 
actions.
 
TQM will not bejust another"management program-of-the-month," if it is properly
 
1
 
implemented. TQM should never be viewed asathreat, butasatool~a tool to
 
help organizations maximize their availablefunds by reducing costs,stabilizing
 
employment,and improving services and efficiency.
 
The author's model has been proven through experience to bea solid plan
 
for TQM implementation once"buy-in"is achieved at all levels,top to bottom.
 
TQM can and often does make public sector organizations more efficient,
 
effective and responsive to customer needs. With revenues becoming more scarce
 
from political and economicimpacts,the public administrator needs to maximize all
 
resources available. TQM is a proven tool to help meetthat need.
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Appendix1
 
California's Requestfor Volunteers
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^tatE of California
 
GOVERNOR'S OFFICE OFPLANNING AND RESEARCH
 
1400TENTH STREET
 
:TE WILSON
 
SACRAMENTO 95814
 
GOVERNOR
 
A (916)322-2318
 
June 23, 1993
 
HARDSYBERT
 
OMECTOA
 
TO; QUALITY PROFESSIONALS INTERESTED IN IMPROVING CALIFORNIA
 
GOVERNMENT
 
On June 10th, Governor Wilson took California government a major step forward in
 
its journey toward quality service by signing an Executive Order establishing the Task Force
 
on Quality Government.
 
The Task Forces mission is to help the Governor introduce quality management
 
principles throughout State government. Among other duties, the private sector-led Task
 
Force will sponsor "pioneer projects" of interested work groups, and support them with
 
training and consulting services.
 
State employees,including the Governor and his cabinet, need training and advice in
 
understanding and applying quality principles and techniques. We are seeking your help in
 
this ambitious undertaking. The enclosed Request For Volunteers(RFV) details the topics
 
needed.
 
Facing another multibillion dollar deficit, the State cannot offer any monetary
 
compensation for assistance. We can offer you the challenge of helping to revive California's
 
economy by improving government services to its customers -- our corporate and individual
 
taxpayers.
 
Please return the enclosed application to the designated addresses by no later than
 
Friday, July 30, 1993. We look forward to an exciting partnership to make California
 
government world-class.
 
Sincerely,
 ■' 7 . r 
Philip J. Romero
 en Rubin
 
Chief Economist and Director, Chair, Quality Working Group
 
Governor's Quality Enterprise
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 REQUEST FOR VOLUNTEERS
 
INTRODUCTtON
 
The Governor has signed an Executive Order(W-47-93) which establishes a volunteer
 
Task Force on Quality Government. The Task Force will include members from private
 
business, labor, and State and local government to advise the Governor and his cabinet on
 
quality management policy and implementation. One of the Task Force's first responsibilities
 
15 Ihc 5cJcc.Uun ul "i^iuiicci riujccl5" williiii vuluiili>ui ^iaic riuiiuoi
 
will consist of work teams assigned to improve processes and achieve positive, measurable
 
results within 9-12 months.
 
NEED
 
The State's executive management and Pioneer teams need training and ongoing advice
 
on quality management methods and techniques. Currently, there are not enough trained State
 
employees to meet these needs,and the serious State budget situation precludes the purchase
 
ofthese services in the quantity required.
 
Three levels oftraining will be needed as follows:
 
Estimated # Estimated Hours Estimated #
 
Level 	 Audience of Sessions per Session of Participants
 
1	 Governor and 1 2-4 15-20
 
his direct reports
 
II 	 Agency heads and 4-7 4-8 60-80
 
involved middle
 
management
 
III 	 State employee's 10-15 8-16 200-400
 
participating in
 
pioneer project
 
TfflS REQUEST
 
The State of California seeks volunteers to support its efforts to assess and improve
 
the processes by which the State serves its customers. You are invited to volunteer to help
 
State govemment implement quality improvement as a:
 
TRAINING PROVIDER: To teach State executive management and Pioneer teams
 
quality management methods ^d techniques. Training needs range from extensive,
 
broad-based training for all participants in the Pioneer teams to just-in-time courses on
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 specific quality topics for a single Pioneer team. Training providers will be asked to
 
commit as little as four hours for some just-in-time topics, or up to 400 hours for
 
training for all Pioneer teams.
 
MENTOR: To consult with, advise, and support Pioneer teams on implementing
 
quality improvement processes. Mentors will be asked to commit as many as 200-300
 
hours ofservice over the duration of the project(from 0-18 months).
 
These services are solicited stiicdy on a 'Viro bono"basis. The State cannot guarantee that
 
volunteers will receive future State consulting or training business as the result of providing
 
these services.
 
Quality training needed
 
Quality Introduction and Concepts;
 
Ethics
 
Customer Satisfaction
 
Strategic Planning
 
Development of Vision/Mission/Cjoals
 
Assessment Skills and Methodology
 
- Organization
 
- Team
 
- Individual
 
- Customer (internal and external)
 
Dealing with Change:
 
- Organizational Culture
 
. Leadership Roles/Responsibilities
 
- Empowerment
 
Data Driven Decisions(Management by Fact)
 
Quality Teamwork:
 
Team Development/Group Dynamics
 
Interpersonal Skills
 
Meeting Management
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Quality Tools:
 
Problem Solving Techniques
 
Process Definition and Improvement
 
Analytical and Statistical Tools
 
Management Planning Tools
 
SELgCTON CWTEWA
 
The following characteristics are desired from organizations delivering training and
 
mentoring:
 
- Possess line management experience
 
- Comprehensive knowledge of all stages ofsuccessful quality transformation (i.e.,
 
generalists, not specialists)
 
• Broad,flexible, pragmatic use of quality tools and models
 
These additional characteristics are desired from training providers:
 
- Experienced in delivering training to CEOs as well as rank-and-file employees
 
- Training in highly participative, exercise-oriented; exercises built around trainee's
 
actual challenges
 
• Examples in training based on government or service businesses
 
- Your client have produced documented results in meaningful measures(cost­
of-quality and interpersonal)
 
RESPONSE
 
Interested parties should mail the attached to:
 
Robert H.Bridge
 
ADSTAR
 
Department 814,Building 012-2
 
S600 Cottle Road
 
San Jose, California 9S193
 
Phone: 408-256-3009 Fax: 408.256-6760
 
Mary S. Fernandez
 
Department ofPersonnel Administration
 
1515 S Street, Suite 400NB
 
Sacramento, California 95814
 
Phone: 916-327-5254 Fax: 916-327-0568
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REQUEST FOR VOLUNTEERS(RFV)
 
PROPOSAL APPUCATION
 
Interested in being a training provider mentor
 
A. 	 Firm/group name;
 
Address:
 
B. 	 Contact name: Title:
 
Address(if different):
 
Phone: Fax;
 
C. 	 List of volunteer services proposed. See examples on page 2.
 
D. 	 Briefly describe how you(or your firm/institution) could add value to the
 
development and implementation of the Governor's Quality Partnership.
 
E. 	 If you have implemented a quality process, briefly describe the methodology used and
 
the results to date.
 
F. If you have helped other organizations implement a Quality process, briefly cite some
 
examples/references, the methodology used and the results to date.
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 REQUEST FOR VOLUNTEERS
 
INTRODUCTION
 
The Governor has signed an Executive Order(W-47-93) which establishes a volunteer
 
Task Force on Quality Government. The Task Force will include members from private
 
business, labor, and State and local government to advise the Governor and his cabinet on
 
quality management policy and implementation. One of the Task Force's first responsibilities
 
J5 llic 5010^11011 ul "l^iuiicci I'lujccib" wiiliiii vultiiilooi 	 Piuiioui
 
will consist of work teams assigned to improve processes and achieve positive, measurable
 
results within 9-12 months.
 
NEED
 
The State's executive management and Pioneer teams need training and ongoing advice
 
on quality management methods and techniques. Currently, there are not enough trained State
 
employees to meet th^e needs, and the serious State budget situation precludes the purchase
 
ofthese services in the quantity required.
 
Three levels oftraining will be needed as follows:
 
Estimated # Estimated Hours Estimated #
 
Level Audience of Sessions per Session of Participants
 
1	 Governor and 1 2-4 15-20
 
his direct reports
 
II 	 Agency heads and 4-7 4-8 60-80
 
involved middle
 
management
 
III 	 State employee's 10-15 8-16 200-400
 
participating in
 
pioneer project
 
TfflS REQUEST
 
The State of California seeks volunteers to support its efforts to assess and improve
 
the processes by which the State serves its customers. You are invited to volunteer to help
 
State government implement quality improvement as a:
 
TRAINING PROVIDER: To teach State executive management and Pioneer teams
 
quality management methods and techniques. Training needs range from extensive,
 
broad-based training for all participants in the Pioneer teams to just-in-time courses on
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Name of Organization_
 
G. 	 List by name,topics, and location (Sacramento,San Francisco Bay Area,Los Angeles,San Diego,Central California)the
 
persons you(or your firm/institution)can provide to assist in die implementation ofthe Governor's Quality Partnership. If
 
you need more room,please attach a second page.
 
TOPICS/EXPERT
 
name knowledge location trainer/mentor
 
VO
 
Appendix 2
 
TQM Surveyofthe Inland Empire
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TQM Telephone Survey
 
Purpose: To determine if TQM has been implemented within a city.
 
Target Area: Inland Empire of Southern California
 
Criteriafor Selection: Population under 200,000
 
Method of ParticipantSelection: Random
 
Size ofSample: 25cities
 
To obtain answers to this survey,the questions need to be posed to the city
 
administrator or their assistant.
 
Q1. Have you heard ofTQM? Yes No
 
02. Does your city have aTQM program? Yes No
 
If no,
 
Q3.Why?
 
STOP
 
If yes,
 
Tell meabout your program.
 
04, How long has yourTQM program been in place?
 
Q5. Ranking from high, medium to low,whatwould you say is the level of
 
commitmenttoTQM from your elected officials?
 
High Medium Low
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Q6. Using thesame criteria, whatlevel ofcommitmenttoTQM from the city staff?
 
High Medium Low
 
Q7. Haveimprovements been made asa result ofTQM?
 
09. Has any of the improvements resulted in dollar savings?
 
Yes No
 
010. Whatwasthe savings amount?
 
011. Asthe result ofTQM,have any efficiencies been realized?
 
012. Whatarethey?
 
013. Whatfeedback have you received from the citizens abouttheir perceptions
 
of yourTQM program?
 
Results
 
Size ofSample: 25cities contacted,25cities responded
 
01. Have you heard ofTQM? Yes 25 No 0
 
O2. Does your city have aTQM program? Yes_0 No 25
 
If no,
 
03.Why?
 
Cannot afford to take on another program due to lack offundsfor existing
 
programs. 21
 
Don't havethe time. 2
 
It will notwork here. 2
 
12
 
Banning
 
Beaumont
 
Callmesa
 
Cathedral City
 
Chino
 
Colton
 
Corona
 
Grand Terrace
 
Hemet
 
Indio
 
Lake Elslnore
 
Loma Linda
 
Moreno Valley
 
Palm Desert
 
Palm Springs
 
Perrls
 
Pomona
 
Rancho Cucamongo
 
RIalto
 
Riverside
 
San Bernardino
 
Temecula
 
Upland
 
VIcton/llle
 
Yuclapa
 
Roster ofInland Empire Cities
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Appendix 3
 
Glossary ofTerms
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Total Quality ManagementTerms
 
acceptancesampling
 
Evaluating a portion ofa lotfor the purpose of accepting or rejecting the entire lot as
 
either conforming or notconforming to a quality specification or standard.
 
action plan
 
Thestepsateam develops to implementa solution or the actions required to make
 
progress toward asolution.
 
activity
 
Segments ofan effort that,when aggregated,becomethesum ofthe effort,
 
adaptable process
 
A process capable of being changed to accommodate future requirements,
 
advisoryteams
 
Provideasupportsystem for process managers/technical advisors. (See local
 
steering committees)
 
affinity diagram
 
A management planning tool used to translate large amounts ofcomplex,
 
apparently unrelated,verbal/language oriented data into natural and meaningful
 
groupings of visual data.
 
area of popularity
 
An area/topic/macro-process that has been identified by management,customers
 
orateam as needing improvement.
 
assignablecause
 
The nameforasource in a process that is not due to chance and therefore can be
 
identified and eiiminated.
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attribute data
 
Data obtained by counting either conforming items orthe occurrences of non-

conformance.
 
bralnstorming
 
An idea-generating technique that usesgroup interaction to generated many ideas
 
in ashorttime period.
 
breakthrough
 
A change;dynamic,decisive movementto new,higher levels ofsustained
 
performance.
 
c-ohart
 
Control chart plots data based on total countof nonconformances(defects)in a
 
sample size that is constant.
 
cause
 
A proven reason for the existence ofa defect,
 
causeand effectdiagram
 
A structured form of brainstorming that graphically portrays relationships between
 
causesand subcauses to an identified effect(problem). Also known asafish-bone
 
or an Ishikawa diagrarh.
 
chance cause
 
The nameforasource of variability in a process thatoccurs randomly.(See
 
common cause)
 
charter
 
A commitment by managementin documentform stating the scope of authority for
 
an improvementgroup.
 
checkiist
 
A sequential list of items to be attended to or ofsteps to betaken
 
checksheet
 
A data-recording table used to record the occurrencefrequency of specific events
 
during a data collection period.
 
chronic probiem
 
A long-standing adverse situation that requires solution by changing the process or
 
the status quo.
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common cause
 
A cause or variation in a process that is random and uncontrollable,
 
consensusdecision
 
A decision made after all aspects ofan issue, both positive and negative, have
 
been broughtoutto the extentthat everyone openly understands and supports the
 
decision and the reasonsfor making it.
 
controi chart
 
A chartshowing sequential or time-related performance ofa process that is used to
 
determine when the process is outof statistical control, using control limits defined
 
on the chart.
 
controi iimit
 
A statistically derived limitfor a process thatindicates the spread of variation
 
attributable to chance variation process. Controi limits are based on averages.
 
controiiabiiitystudy
 
A study to iearn if defects are operator controllable or managementcontrollable,
 
continuousimprovement
 
Operational philosophy that makesthe best use ofthe talent within an organization
 
to produce products or services of increasing quality in an increasing efficient way.
 
costof quality
 
The cost of conformance(achieving quality) pius the cost of nonconformance.
 
critical dependencies
 
The interrelationships existing within or among processes that are primary drivers
 
of defects or errors in a product or service.
 
critical mass
 
A group within the organization possessing the knowiedge, position, power and
 
leadership sufficient to initiate and sustain a cultural change.
 
critical successfactors
 
Indicators developed by a customer that indicate the defect-free character ofa
 
productor service.
 
customer
 
Anyonefor whom an organization or an individual provides goods or services.
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customer-supplier relationship
 
The relationship between customers and suppliers of goods or services attempting
 
to align capabilities and requirements.
 
defect
 
a nonconforming attribute,
 
defective
 
A unit with a nonconforming attribute.
 
Deming Wheel
 
Another namefor Dr.Shewhart's"Plan,Do,Check,Act"(PDCA)cycle. To achieve
 
quality improvement. Dr. Deming said you must plan for it, implement it(do),
 
analyze the results(check or study),and take action(act)for continuous
 
improvement.
 
deploymentflow chart
 
Flow chartthatshowsthe people responsible for tasks as well as theflow of tasks
 
in a process.
 
departmenttask analysis
 
A method for analyzing an organization by determining its mission and how it
 
interacts with customers and suppliers.
 
diagnosis
 
The process of studying symptoms,taking and analyzing data,conducting
 
experiments to testtheories,and establishing relationships between causes and
 
effects.
 
diagnosticarm
 
Term used by Juran to refer to a person or persons broughttogether to supportdata
 
gathering and problem analysis.
 
effect
 
An observable action or evidence ofa problem,
 
effective
 
A process that delivers a defect-free product or service to the customer,
 
efficient
 
A process that operates effectively while consuming the minimum amountof
 
resources(labor,time,etc.)
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errors,inadvertent
 
Worker errors thatare unintentional, unwitting and unpredictable,
 
errors,technique
 
Errors that arise because workers lack an essential technique,skiii or the
 
knowledge needed to avoid making the error.
 
errors,willful
 
Errors that workers know they are making,
 
external customer
 
Thecustomer who is outside the company or organization,
 
facilitator
 
A person whofunctions asthe process manager/consultantto agroup,team or
 
organization. In quality improvement,the facilitatorfocuses on process,while the
 
team leaderfocuses on content.
 
failure,accidental
 
Failure arising from misuse while in service,
 
failure,infant mortality
 
Early service life failure due to misapplication,design weaknesses,manufacturing
 
mistakes or shipping damage.
 
failure,wearout
 
Failure after acceptable service life,
 
fish-bone diagram
 
Another namefor the cause-and-effect diagram. Thefinished product resemblesa
 
fish skeleton. Also know asan Ishikawa diagram.
 
fitnessfor use
 
The condition of goods and services that meetthe needs of people who usethem,
 
flowchart
 
A chartthat symbolically showsthe inputfrom suppliers,the sequential work
 
activities and the outputto the customer.
 
forcefield analysis
 
A list identifying promoting and inhibiting factors(forces)that must be overcome
 
before opportunity/problem lists can be built or effective solutions can be
 
implemented.
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4W'sand1H
 
Who,What,Where,When and How. A useful tool to help develop an objective and
 
aconcise statement of the problem.
 
gatekeepers
 
Individuals who help others enter into a discussion(gate openers)and those who
 
cut off others or interruptthem (gate closers).
 
goal
 
A statement describing a desired future condition or change,
 
ground rules
 
A list of actions/behaviors agreed to by theteam thatfosters cooperative team
 
interactions and effective team decisions.
 
histogram
 
A bar chartthat illustrates thefrequency distribution ofa measurementor value.
 
Imaglneering
 
Visualizing whata process without waste can become asagoalfor improvement
 
activities.
 
Impactchangeability analysis
 
A tool for prioritizing a list of problems/opportunities by ranking them according to
 
the degree ofimpactversusthe ease of change.
 
implementors
 
Those individuals responsiblefor performing tasks within a process.
 
In control
 
A process operating with variation inside the control limits,
 
institutlonallzation
 
To become part ofan institution or organizational culture,
 
internal customer
 
Thecustomer who is inside the organization, i.e., fellow workers,other
 
departments.
 
Interrelationship diagraph
 
A management planning tool used to show cause and effect relationships between
 
agiven issue or problem and the factors which affect it.
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intervention
 
The role ofateam facilitator when he/she interrupts a group to state his/her
 
observations aboutthe group's dynamics.
 
ishikawa diagram
 
Another nameforacause-and-effectdiagram or fishbone diagram,it is named
 
after the Japanese engineer,Dr. Kaoru Ishikawa,who developed the diagram.
 
just in time(JiT)
 
A philosophy that calls for goodsto be produced just-in-time to be sold,viewing
 
inventory assomething to be avoided.
 
just-in-time(JiT)inventory
 
The minimum inventory required to meet production schedules,
 
iocai steering committees
 
Provide the supportsystem for process managers/technical advisors. (See
 
advisory teams.)
 
management-controiiabie defect
 
A defectthat does not meet all ofthe criteria for an operator-controllable defect.
 
(See operator-controiiabie defect.)
 
matrix concept
 
A group ofelements with rows and columns designed to cross-reference multiple
 
measurements or sets of data.
 
measurement
 
The dimension,quantity or capacity determined by measuring,
 
meeting assessment
 
A process where the team collects information aboutthe effectiveness of their
 
meeting. (See processcheck.)
 
mission
 
The single overriding goal statementfor an organization. It should encompass all
 
organized activities that are significant in terms of resources used.
 
muitivoting
 
A structured series of votes by ateam that reducesa list containing a large number
 
ofitems to a manageablefew.
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C 
natural tolerance limits
 
A 3-standard-deviation(3s)spread,both above and below the mean,in the
 
distribution of individual occurrences of the process. The natural tolerance limits
 
are not necessarily related to the specification limits but reveal the natural random
 
variability ofa process.
 
nominal grouptechnique(NGT)
 
Atechnique for generating a large number ofideas in ashort period oftime,
 
normal distribution
 
A symmetrical, bell-shaped distribution for variable data in which the mean,median
 
and mode are all the same. This distribution type is thefoundation for all variable
 
control charts.
 
number ofdefects
 
Total number of defective unitsfound in asample,
 
objective
 
A more specific statementof the desired future condition or change than a goal. It
 
includes measurable end results to be accomplished within specified time limits.
 
operational definition
 
A clear, unambiguous,detailed description of whatis to be measured or counted
 
that must be understood and accepted by all those who will gather information.
 
operator-controllable defect
 
A defectthat occurs where it is possible for the trained operator to meetquality
 
standards using established specifications.
 
organizational culture
 
Employees habits,values,ways ofthinking,informal modes of operation that make
 
upthe way an organization defines itself.
 
outofcontrol
 
A process variation outside the control limits,
 
p-chart
 
Control chart used to evaluate performance based on the percent of productor
 
service with nonconformances.(percent defective)
 
Pareto chart
 
A type of bar chart, prioritized in descending order,from left to right, used to identify
 
the vitalfew opportunities for improvement.
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plus/delta evaluation
 
A technique used for evaluating the results of a meeting or session to identify the
 
positive portions and negative portions. This technique allowsfor those negative
 
areas to be improved.
 
polsson distribution
 
A discrete probability distribution for nonconformity attribute data. Also used asthe
 
foundation forcand u charts.
 
prioritization
 
A ranking process of projects,ideas or solutions by individualjudgmentor group
 
consensus.
 
probiem-solving techniques
 
Techniques thatfacilitate problem solving,such as,brainstorming,cause and effect
 
diagrams,and Pareto charts.
 
probiem statement
 
A statementthat describes specific and measurable terms whatis wrong and the
 
impact.
 
process
 
A group of usually sequential logically related tasks that use organizational
 
resources to provide a product or service to internal or external customers.
 
processaction team(PAT)
 
A group of knowledgeable people who are chartered by managementtoform a
 
team to identify,analyze,and solveasystem problem or seize an opportunity to
 
improve a product or service. PATscan beformed atany level of an organization
 
and may be cross-functional.
 
processcheck
 
An assessmentofthe meeting process or activity versus content,
 
processowner
 
A manager assigned responsibility for the quality improvementofa process and
 
delegated the authority to implementthe improvement.
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process quality Improvement
 
A comprehensive method of analysis of an organizations's process that relates
 
measurable and desirable resultsfrom the initial identification of the problem or
 
opportunity to currentstate ofthe effort. The desired outcome is better products or
 
services provided at lower costs that either meetor exceed the customer's
 
expectations.
 
program
 
A planned,organized effort directed at accomplishing a specified objective,
 
projectstatement
 
Developed by the team that briefly identifies the process to be improves,(see
 
problem statement.
 
quality
 
Providing customers with products or services that meetor exceed their needsand
 
expectations.
 
quality audit
 
An independentevaluation ofthe various aspects of quality performance,
 
quality circle
 
A group of peoplefrom thesame work group whofocus attention on ideasfor
 
improving quality within their own area.
 
quality control
 
The process of measuring quality performance,comparing it with the standard,and
 
acting on the difference.
 
quality coordination team(QPT)
 
Major coordinating body for planning and implementing continuous improvement
 
activities.
 
quality cost
 
(Seecost of quality)
 
qualityfunctional deployment(QFD)
 
Developed by Genichi Taguchi. QFD is a process thatforces cross-functional
 
planning and communication in the developmentof requirements. The process
 
may be used to develop new products or services. QFD may also be used asan
 
improvementtool. Requires customer input.
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qualityImprovement
 
A systematic method for Improving processes to better meetcustomer needsand
 
expectations.
 
quality planning
 
Launching new products, processes,etc., in which continuous quality improvement
 
is built-in.
 
R-chart
 
A controlchartof the range of variables asafunction oftime,lot number or similar
 
chronological variable.
 
random cause
 
(Seecommon cause or change cause.)
 
random sample
 
The number of units chosen from a lot bya method that gives each unitan equal
 
chance of being selected.
 
recorder
 
The person who takes minutesfor meetings.
 
remedy
 
(Seesolution.)
 
rework
 
To correct defects which a process has produced,
 
rootcause
 
The basic reason creating an undesired condition or problem. In many cases,the
 
rootcause may consist of several smaller causes.
 
run chart
 
A graphic plot versus time,ofa measurable characteristic ofa process,
 
samplesize
 
Number of units to be selected for the random samples,
 
sampling
 
Technique of obtaining information abouta large group(population)from asmaller,
 
representative group(sample).
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scatter diagram
 
Chart in which one variable is plotted againstanother to determine if there is a
 
correlation between the two variables.
 
scrap
 
The loss in labor and materials resulting from defects thatcannot be economically
 
repaired or used.
 
scribe
 
A person who writes inputsfrom ateam on a pad or board,
 
solution
 
Achange thatcan successfully eliminate or neutralize a cause of defects.
 
SPG
 
(See statistical process control.)
 
special cause
 
A cause ofa variation in a process that is nota random or uncontrollable cause. (In
 
contrastto acommon cause.)
 
specification limits
 
Limits established for a process that are determined by engineering,development
 
orthe customer. Specification limits are applied to individual occurrences and are
 
not related to natural tolerance limits.
 
sporadic problem
 
A sudden adverse change in status quo,requiring asolution that returns the
 
condition to the original state.
 
stable process
 
A process which is in statistical control,
 
standard deviation
 
A mathematical term to express the variability in a datasetor process. It is
 
commonly represented by the lowercase Greek letter,"sigma"(s). In a normal
 
distribution,68.26% ofthe data will be within 1 sfrom the mean,95.44% within2s,
 
and 99.73% within 3s. Mathematically,a standard deviation is equal to the square
 
root ofthe average squared differences between individual data values and the
 
data setaverage.
 
statistical processcontrol(SRC)
 
The application of statistical methodsto monitor variations in a process over time.
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steering arm
 
Term used by Juran that refers to a person or personsfrom various departments
 
who give direction and advice on an improvement program.
 
steering committee
 
Thegroup of individuals that establishes the direction, principles and policies for the
 
continuous improvement process.
 
STP anaiysis(Situation,Target,Potentiai soiution)
 
A method to organize information(perceptions)abouta problem into three
 
categories:the way things are now(situation),whatthe group wants to accomplish
 
(target),and information aboutwaysto getfrom the currentsituation to the desired
 
target or outcomes(potential solution).
 
subprocess
 
A group of tasks thattogether accomplish asignificant portion ofan overall process,
 
suppiier
 
Anyonefrom whom the organization or individual receives goods or services,
 
surveys
 
A means of gathering data on the opinions,feelings,impressions or satisfaction ofa
 
group.
 
symptom
 
A condition where evidence ofa problem is manifested,
 
systematic diagram
 
A management planning tool used to break down issues,statements or ideas until
 
actionable items are generated.
 
systemsaudit
 
An evaluation ofany activity thatcan affect final product quality,
 
task
 
Specific activity necessary in the function of an organization,
 
team leader
 
A person who leadsateam through the problem-solving process,
 
team member
 
A person trained in identifying,analyzing and solving chronicsystem problems and
 
identifying improvement opportunities.
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3P's(Purpose,Process and Payoff)
 
Key areas to discuss atthe start of a meeting or presentation are the purpose ofthe
 
meeting,the process that will be allowed,and the payoff to the group.
 
theory
 
An unproven assertion aboutthe reason for the existence of defects and symptoms,
 
trend
 
A gradual change in a process or productawayfrom a relatively constant average,
 
u-chart
 
Control chartfor plotting data based on the number of nonconformancesfound in
 
each sample of varying size(defects per unit).
 
variable data
 
Data resulting from quantitative measurements,
 
variation
 
A conceptthatstates that notwo different items will be completely identical,
 
waste
 
Anything weexpend resources on thatdoes notadd value to the final product.
 
WIIFM
 
"What's in it for me?"
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Appendix 4
 
TQM Courses
 
Course Descriptions
 
Note: All numbers quoted below assume an organizational size of 125
 
employees. Requirementsfor different-sized organizations will increase or
 
decrease proportionately;e.g.,an organization twice the size of this example will
 
require abouttwice the number offacilitators, training course sections,etc..
 
Train the Trainer Course
 
The author has developed several courses. Thefirst course is the Train the
 
Trainer Course and requires 30days of training. This course is to develop an
 
internal facilitator cadre to supportfuture TQM training for the public sector
 
organization. The initial cadre ofTQM trainers or facilitators, ten volunteersfrom
 
throughoutthe organization, receives training from an outside consultant if an in-

house capability is not available. The course is composed of facilitator skills,team
 
building,customer identification, process identification and in-depth study of quality
 
tools such as competitive benchmarking,statistical process control, quality auditing
 
and meeting skills. Once the facilitators are trained,each takes on training
 
responsibilities for the public sector organization. To keep this cadre current,the
 
facilitators may beinvolved in other training opportunities and course development
 
to fulfill the organization's additionalTQM requirements.
 
Forthe purposes of this illustration,the ten in-house facilitators will each
 
have an average oftwo courses to teach. The facilitators may decide to specialize
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in a particular area and may have more than two courses to teach. Some may wish
 
to specialize in team member training, while others specialize in customer or
 
process identification. This specialization offacilitators has advantages and
 
disadvantages. In theory,the advantage is thatthe facilitator with specialization will
 
have more knowledge than a generalistfacilitator. The theoretical disadvantage is
 
thatthe specialized facilitator may be called upon to train more classes than
 
originally planned. In either case,the skills ofthe organization-member facilitators
 
are necessary for a costeffectiveTQM program to take place.
 
Team Member Course
 
Thefirst course the in-house facilitators will conductis the basic Team Member
 
Course,which is mandatory for every employee.This course providesa basic
 
knowledge ofTQM principles and team development skills. TheTeam Member
 
Course is five days in length,and covers awareness ofTQM principles and
 
application,and some ofthe basicTQM tools. In addition,team development skills
 
are taughtthrough application of principles and hands-on team problem-solving
 
experience.
 
ProcessIdentification Course
 
The Process Identification Course is afollow-on to the Team Member
 
Course. The purpose of this course is to provide the principles and application
 
skills in process identification through the use offlow charting, affinity diagrams,
 
rootcause analysis, histograms,Ishikawa (fishbone)diagrams,Pareto charting,
 
and problem-solving techniques(for definitions,see Appendix 3). The students
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then return to their respective departments to provide these additional skills to the
 
TQM team. The Process Identification Course provides basic statistical process
 
control tools and techniques. Thecourse length is five days. A total of30select
 
employeesfrom various departments are provided this training.
 
Customer Identification Course
 
The Customer Identification Course is afollow-on course to theTeam
 
MemberCourse and may be provided as an additional course to the Process
 
Identification Course,or asaseparate curriculum item for customer-based public
 
sector organization functions. The purpose of this course is to provide principles
 
and application skills in customer identification,customer satisfaction,customer
 
needs identification, problem solving and customer service. Thecourse is five days
 
in length.
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